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ABSTRACT

We have devised a scanned probe technique based on electrostatic force microscopy capable of probing the conductance of samples without
requiring attached leads. We demonstrate that, using our technique, conductance can be probed on length scales as small as 0.4 µm. To
demonstrate the utility of our technique, we use it to probe the conductance of DNA, a subject that has been the focus of intense debate with
reported results ranging from metallic to insulating. In contrast to conducting single-wall carbon nanotubes, used as a control, individual
strands of λ-DNA, a widely studied sequence, are found to be insulating on the length scale probed.

Electrostatic force microscopy1-3 (EFM) is a powerful tool
to image electric fields. For example, among its many diverse
applications, it has been employed to image potentials in
carbon nanotube circuits4,5 and study ferroelectricity.6 Here
we report a technique based on EFM to image a sample’s
conductivity on a microscopic scale. We demonstrate that
using our technique, conductance can be probed on length
scales as small as 0.4µm, and we believe that with optimi-
zation of the sample geometry, this length scale can be re-
duced yet further. As an illustration, we employ it to inves-
tigate the electrical properties of single-walled carbon nano-
tubes (SWNTs), which are widely studied conducting wires,
and DNA, which has been the focus of heated debate con-
cerning its conductance.7-14 We find that unlike metallic and
semiconducting SWNTs,λ-DNA is an electrical insulator
with a one-dimensional conductivity less than∼10-16 Ω-1 cm.

The principle of our scanned probe technique is illustrated
in the upper inset of Figure 1. A voltageVt ∼ 2-8 V is
applied to the tip of a Si atomic force microscope (AFM)
cantilever. The cantilever is mechanically driven at a
frequencyf near its resonant frequencyf0 and scanned at a
heighth above a grounded, oxidized, degenerately doped Si
wafer upon which the material under study is placed. This
is accomplished by using the lift-mode feature of our AFM
[Digital Instruments Nanoscope III], which makes one pass

in tapping mode for each line to acquire the topography and
then retraces the same line again, using the topographic
information to fly above the sample with a constant tip-
sample separation. While scanning the sample in the lift-
mode pass, the force gradient sensed by the tip changes the
effective spring constant of the cantilever, modulatingf0. As
the phase lagφ between the drive and the cantilever
oscillation is approximately linear in frequency nearf0, this
f0 modulation can be imaged by producing a gray scale plot
of φ as a function of tip position. A typical result for
individual SWNTs15 on a Si wafer capped with 1µm of SiO2

is shown in the main panel of Figure 1, which shows a
uniform white background with dark lines, indicating shifts
in φ. Comparison of these phase images with simultaneously
acquired topographic images shows that the dark lines occur
whenever the tip is over a nanotube. Inspection of the main
panel of Figure 1 reveals that shorter tubes appear relatively
fainter than longer tubes. Indeed, nanotubes shorter thanLmin

∼ 0.4 µm are not discernible in the phase images.
This behavior can be understood by considering the

cantilever tip, nanotube, and the degenerately doped Si as
capacitor elements. The voltage applied between the tip and
the doped Si produces electrostatic forces on the tip that alter
f0 andφ. When the tip is far from a tube, these electrostatic
forces are independent of horizontal displacements of the
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tip. The phaseφ thus takes on a position-independent
background valueφ0.16 When the tip is over a tube, the tip-
induced charge modulation within the tube produces ad-
ditional electrostatic tip-sample forces. In this case, the
magnitude of these forces and henceφ is determined by the
electric field between the tip and tube, which in turn depends
on the division ofVt between the tip-tube capacitor and the
tube-ground-plane capacitor. Because shorter tubes have
less capacitance to the ground plane, their potential floats
nearer toVt, yielding smaller tip-tube voltages and smaller
phase shifts, as observed.

This can be placed on a quantitative basis by considering
the division ofVt between the tip-tube capacitorCtt and
tube-ground-plane capacitorC0L, whereC0 is the capaci-
tance per unit length of the tubes andL is the tube length.
Using the elementary result for a capacitive voltage divider,
the tip-tube voltageVtt is given by

Furthermore, treating the cantilever as a harmonic oscillator
and considering the addition of the electrostatic energy
1/2CttVtt

2 to its mechanical energy yields the result that

whereQ ∼ 250 is the cantilever quality factor,k ∼ 40 N/m
is the spring constant,z is the vertical deflection of the
cantilever, and the phase angles are measured in radians.
Rearranging eq 2 gives

This indicates that plotting (φ - φ0)-1/2 vs L-1 for tubes of
different lengths should yield a straight line. We find that
this is indeed the case, as shown in the lower inset to Figure
1, where the measured data follows a straight line with slope
b ) 13.6 µm-1 and an intercepta ) 9.5.

As is evident from this linear behavior, (φ - φ0)-1/2

becomes progressively larger asL-1 increases, or alterna-
tively (φ - φ0) decreases asL becomes smaller. This
quantifies our observation that shorter wires lead to fainter
features in the phase image. For sufficiently short wires, the
phase shift should fall below the noise levelδφN ∼ 10-3

present in our experiment. Extrapolating the best fit straight
line to our data to the limit (φ - φ0)-1/2 ) δφN

-1/2 ∼ 32
indicates that (φ - φ0) ) δφN when L ) Lmin ∼ 0.4 µm,
consistent with our previous observation that wires shorter
than Lmin are not discernible in the phase image. We note
that we made no effort to optimize the sample geometry to
minimizeLmin, which may be done, for example, by reducing
the thickness of the SiO2 layer to increaseC0.

Having addressed the minimum length of a detectible
conducting wire, we now determine its minimum conduc-
tance. A maximal phase shift requires the entire wire to be
polarized, taking a characteristic timeτRC equal to theRC
time constant of the wire, while the tip scans over a wire in
a characteristic timeτscan. Thus, the criterion for a detectible
wire depends on the comparison of these two time scales;
the tip must remain near a tube long enough for complete
polarization to occur. For a wire with one-dimensional
conductivityG0, τRC ) C0L2/G0, and comparingτscanandτRC,
we find G0 g Gmin ) C0L2/τscan for a fully detectible wire.
ForG0 < Gmin, the measured signal should be reduced toward
zero.

Obtaining values forGmin appropriate for our geometry
requires an estimate forC0. This information is provided by
the linear fit shown in the lower inset to Figure 1, which
can be used to obtain estimates for bothCtt andC0. Under
the conditions of the measurement shown in Figure 1,h ∼
120 nm andVt ) 6 V, and we find from an order of
magnitude estimate based on eq 2 thatCtt ∼ 2kh2/Qa2Vt

2 ∼
1.4 × 10-18 F. Moreover, inspection of eq 2 yieldsb/a )
Ctt/C0 ) 1.4, which givesC0 ∼ 2.0× 10-18 F/µm. This value
for C0 can be compared to an a priori estimate treating the
nanotubes as wires of radiusr ∼ 1 nm that are a distanced
) 1 µm above a parallel conducting plane, which yieldsC0

∼ 2πε0/ln(2d/r) ) 7 × 10-18 F/µm, in reasonable agreement
with the estimate obtained directly from our measurements.

Using these estimates forC0, we present a summary of
the length and conductance limits to detectible wires in the
graph shown in Figure 2. Each point on the graph represents
a wire of lengthL and conductanceG0. The dashed line is
the boundary set by the conductance limit usingC0 ) 10-17

F/µm, taken as a representative value, andτscan ) 10-3 s.
The solid line is the boundary set byLmin. The hatched area

Figure 1. (Upper inset) experimental setup. An AFM cantilever
is driven near its resonant frequency. The tip is scanned over a
grounded oxidized Si wafer with the samples under study on its
surface. After acquiring topography for each line, the tip is retracted
by ∼30 nm and the line retraced to obtain the electrostatic force
data. A scanned conductance image is obtained by producing a gray
scale plot of the phase lagφ between the cantilever drive and
oscillation as a function of tip position. (Main panel) scanned
conductance image for single-wall carbon nanotubes. Dark lines
indicate shifts inφ relative to the background valueφ0 occurring
whenever the tip is over a tube. The∼1 µm square features are
evaporated Au alignment marks. (Lower inset) plot of (∆φ)-1/2 )
(φ - φ0)-1/2 vs the inverse tube lengthL-1 for 26 individual tubes.
The data follow a straight line.
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indicates combinations ofL andG0 that produce detectible
wires. For wires far to the left of the dashed line, the
measured phase signal should tend toward zero and eventu-
ally fall beneathδφN. Whether wires with parameter values
in this region are detectible or not thus depends on a
consideration of the signal-to-noise ratio, and hence the
determination of the precise boundary between detectible and
nondetectible wires requires more detailed calculations.
Nevertheless, the hatched region shown in Figure 2 can be
taken to give a reasonable approximation to combinations
of L and G0 producing detectible wires. For comparison,
metallic tubes typically haveG0 ∼ 10-8 Ω-1 cm, while
semiconducting tubes typically haveG0 ∼ 10-11 Ω-1 cm.17

As these values fall well to the right of the dashed line in
Figure 2, it is not surprising that all SWNTs exceedingLmin

appear in this scanned conductance (SC) image.18 The AFM
tip essentially acts as a “metal detector” capable of detecting
extraordinarily low conductivity wires.

We exploit this capability to investigate the electrical
properties ofλ-DNA. After placing SWNTs on a chip with
predefined alignment marks,λ-DNA is added to the surface
from a drop ofλ-DNA in a pH 8, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM
EDTA solution, which is then blown dry with nitrogen gas,
rinsed with a pH 6.1, 20 mM solution of ammonium acetate,
and blown dry again. We distinguish theλ-DNA from the
nanotubes, which are similar in diameter and length to the
λ-DNA and serve as a control for this experiment, in one of
two ways. In the first method, the SWNTs are located relative
to the alignment marks prior to depositing the DNA. Strands
that did not appear previously are taken to beλ-DNA. In
the second method, following our experiments, theλ-DNA
is removed from the sample by treating the wafer with DNA
AWAY [Molecular BioProducts], a commercially available
cleaning agent used to specifically remove DNA. With the
λ-DNA removed, an ex post facto assignment of the
remaining wires as being SWNTs is then made, allowing
the two types of wire to be distinguished in our data. In the
data discussed below, we employ the second method.

A colorized topographic image with both SWNTs and
λ-DNA is shown in Figure 3a, with theλ-DNA shown in
green, the SWNTs shown in red, and a 1µm gold alignment
mark shown in yellow. To exhibit this topographic data more
quantitatively, Figure 3b shows a gray scale plot of the

topography for the 4.5× 4.5 µm2 area enclosed by the blue
square in Figure 3a. The gray scale is indicated to the left
of the image, with black corresponding to 0 nm height, and
white corresponding to 10 nm height. A SWNT is marked
by a red dot, and twoλ-DNA molecules are marked by green
dots. The height of the SWNT andλ-DNA is shown in the
graph to the right of the image, which shows a line trace
taken through the dotted line, with a constant offset height
subtracted. Both theλ-DNA molecules and the SWNT are
∼1 nm in height.

Figure 3c shows the scanned conductance (SC) image
corresponding to the region shown in Figure 3a. Although
the SWNT andλ-DNA molecules are both∼1 nm in height,
they give dramatically different responses in the SC image.
Indeed, comparing Figure 3a with Figure 3c reveals that the
conducting nanotubes and nanotube ropes yield a clear signal
in the SC image, in contrast to theλ-DNA molecules, which
yield no signal. We have observed this behavior in a large
number of samples (∼20 λ-DNA molecules over 4 different
wafers), indicating that on length scales greater thanLmin,
λ-DNA is an electrical insulator with an extremely low
conductivity, consistent with the findings of refs 8, 12, and
14.

Figure 2. Graph depicting the combinations of wire length and
conductivity that are detectible via scanned conductance micros-
copy. The hatched region corresponds to detectible wires. The
dashed line is the limit set by the conductivity, while the solid line
is the limit set by the length, as discussed in the text.

Figure 3. (a) Colorized topographic image of SWNT bundles and
single tubes, colored red, andλ-DNA molecules, colored green. A
1 µm alignment mark is shown in yellow. (b) 4.5µm × 4.5 µm
topographic scan of the region enclosed by the blue square in Figure
3a. The higher resolution scan shows the topographic features more
clearly than is possible with the larger area scan in part (a). The
gray level scale is shown to the immediate left of the image. The
scale bar is 1µm. A SWNT is marked by a red dot, while two
λ-DNA molecules are marked by green dots. The graph to the
immediate right of the panel shows a line trace through the
topographic image along the dotted line, with a constant offset
height subtracted from the data. The SWNT andλ-DNA molecules
both are∼1 nm in height. (c) Scanned conductance image of the
region shown in part (a). Although the SWNT and theλ-DNA are
similar in height, they produce dramatically different signals in the
SC image; the conducting nanotubes produce a clear signal, while
no signal appears when the tip is over theλ-DNA molecules. This
demonstrates thatλ-DNA is an insulator with an extremely low
conductance.
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We expect that our technique will have wide applications
toward investigating the electrical properties of materials.
For example, we note that althoughλ-DNA is apparently an
electrical insulator, the possibility exists that chemically
modified DNA14 or DNA based on other sequences may be
conducting. Our technique provides a simple method to
screen rapidly DNA of any sequence or other materials to
find potential conductors. Finally, we note that although we
have focused here on wires, we expect that conducting two-
dimensional sheets, for example, single∼0.3 nm thick sheets
of graphite, should also be detectible. This may be useful
for locating such sheets on a substrate for the purpose of
attaching electrical leads, which may otherwise be difficult
because of their small height.
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